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Outline
The cram course
• for Belle II and Belle experiments (details in Appendix 0) 

on  tensions

•  from exclusive  (Belle II) 

• simultaneous (inclusive & exclusive)  (Belle) 

on LFU test

• inclusive ratio  (Belle II) 

• First Belle II result on  

Closing remarks

Vxb (x = c, u)
Vub B → πℓ+ν

Vub

R(Xe/μ)

R(D*)
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The cram course
for B-mesons @ Belle & Belle II

(1999-2010)

(since 2019)

See Appendix 0 (p.25-31) 
for more

•  for both

• Use 

•  continuum underneath 

s = 10.58 GeV = m(Υ(4S))
Υ(4S) → BB

∃ Υ(4S)
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Belle II Physics Mind-map
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tensions in semileptonic B decays
Precision measurements of CKM UT

6

Test of lepton universality in R(D(*))
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g` (` = e, µ, ⌧)
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Is g⌧ = gµ, and/or ge?

R(D(*)) ≡
ℬ(B → D(*)τ+ν)
ℬ(B → D(*)ℓ+ν)
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on  tensionsVxb (x = c, u)
 from exclusive B decays (Belle, Belle II) — Appendix 1 in 

the back-up slides

 from exclusive  (Belle II)

Simultaneous (incl. & excl.)  (Belle) 

|Vcb |

|Vub | B0 → π−ℓ+ν

|Vub |
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 for  (untagged)B0 → π−ℓ+ν |Vub |
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Belle II dataset of 

“untagged” analysis

• aiming at highest signal efficiency  

• instead of tagging, just measure ROE for 
background suppression using  cons. 

suppress  & combinatoric 
backgrounds via BDT

measure partial BF in 6 bins of 

• signal extraction by binned 2D fit to 

ℒint = 189 fb−1

(E, ⃗p)

qq̄

q2

(Mbc, ΔE)

arXiv:2210.04224

FIG. 2: Distributions of (left) �E and (right) Mbc in the six q2 bins for (top)
B0 ! ⇡�e+⌫e and (bottom) B0 ! ⇡�µ+⌫µ candidates reconstructed in Belle II data with
fit projections overlaid.

toy distributions and obtain a covariance matrix for each source of uncertainty using Pearson
correlation [33].

The largest contribution to the uncertainty in the B ! Xu`⌫ background template comes
from the uncertainty in the B ! ⇢`⌫ form-factor parameters. The e↵ect of the B ! ⇢`⌫
form-factor and branching fraction uncertainties is included in the B ! ⇢`⌫ category in
Table II. We also evaluate the uncertainties due to the B ! ⇡`⌫, B ! !`⌫, B ! ⌘`⌫, and
B ! ⌘0`⌫ form factors, and obtain uncertainties shown under the B ! Xu`⌫ category. This
category also includes the e↵ects of uncertainties of the exclusive and inclusive B ! Xu`⌫
branching fractions, except for the B ! ⇢`⌫ branching fraction. The B ! Xc`⌫ category in
Table II includes the e↵ects of the uncertainties of the B ! D`⌫ and B ! D⇤`⌫ form-factor
parameters, and the exclusive and inclusive B ! Xc`⌫ branching fractions.

The detector uncertainties include uncertainties arising from the tracking e�ciency and
the corrections to the lepton- and pion-identification e�ciencies. The e↵ect of having a small
sample of simulated data is also considered.
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FIG. 1: Simulated distributions of (left) �E and (right) Mbc integrated over the six q2 bins
for B0 ! ⇡�`+⌫` decays.

response matrix [32]. The corrected yields are given in Table I. The B0 ! ⇡�e+⌫e signal
yields are lower than the B0 ! ⇡�µ+⌫µ signal yields. This can partly be attributed to lower
signal e�ciencies due to the additional selection on the two-photon background suppression
BDT.

TABLE I: Signal yields corrected for bin migrations in each q2 bin with statistical and
systematic uncertainties. The boundaries of the q2 bins are given in the text above.

q2 bin B0 ! ⇡�e+⌫e B0 ! ⇡�µ+⌫µ
q1 426 ± 49 ± 73 749 ± 74 ± 400

q2 927 ± 56 ± 133 1076 ± 61 ± 164

q3 856 ± 64 ± 96 1238 ± 77 ± 128

q4 577 ± 64 ± 64 819 ± 77 ± 71

q5 497 ± 66 ± 60 775 ± 84 ± 75

q6 613 ± 73 ± 227 809 ± 86 ± 164

6. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

The fractional uncertainties on the corrected signal yields in each q2 bin from various
sources of systematic uncertainty are shown in Table II. All systematic uncertainties are
evaluated using the same approach. For each source of uncertainty, we vary the templates
1000 times by sampling from Gaussian distributions of the central values. For example, to
evaluate the uncertainties due to the B ! ⇢`⌫ form factors, we sample 1000 alternative B !
Xu`⌫ distributions by assuming the form-factor parameter uncertainties follow Gaussian
distributions. We create 1000 simplified simulated data (toy) distributions by adding the
resulting variations to any una↵ected templates. We then fit the nominal templates to the
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B(B0 ! ⇡�`+⌫)

= (1.426± 0.056± 0.125)⇥ 10�4
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Extract  from the partial BF

in the limit  

BCL expansion for 

• Lattice QCD input from FNAL/MILC on the 
eight BCL parameters 

Bourrely, Lellouch, Caprini, PRD 79, 013008 (2009)

|Vub |

m2
ℓ = 0

|Vub |

arXiv:2210.04224
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d�(B ! ⇡`+⌫)

dq2
=

G2
F

24⇡3
|Vub|2|p⇡|3|f+(q2)|2

FIG. 3: Measured averaged partial branching fractions as a function of q2. The fitted
di↵erential rate is shown together with the one, two, and three standard-deviation
uncertainty bands.
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|Vub |B0→π−e+ν = (3.60 ± 0.18 ± 0.14 ± 0.18) × 10−3

|Vub |B0→π−μ+ν = (3.71 ± 0.16 ± 0.15 ± 0.17) × 10−3

|Vub |B0→π−ℓ+ν = (3.55 ± 0.12 ± 0.13 ± 0.17) × 10−3

 for  (untagged)B0 → π−ℓ+ν |Vub |
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Simultaneous (incl. & excl.) |Vub |

10

Measure , ,  simultaneously

B-tagging by hadronic decays 
• ANN-based tagging of companion B  

• allows reconstruction of  in  

 is suppressed using , and further by BDT

• 11 features for training ( , , , etc.) 

use  thrust in the CM frame, for  significance

B → Xuℓ+ν B0 → π−ℓ+ν B+ → π0ℓ+ν

Xu B → Xuℓ+ν

b → c MX

M2
m χ2

vtx N(K′ s)

Xu B → πℓ+ν

arXiv:2303.17309 
submitted to PRL

BELLE
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3

of B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` and other backgrounds in the extrac-
tion variables, q2 and N⇡± , we also utilize the events
failing the BDT selection and find good agreement. We
further separate events by the reconstructed MX , cat-
egorizing MX < 1.7GeV into five q2 bins ranging in
[0, 26.4]GeV2 as a function of the N⇡± multiplicity for
the interval of [0, 1, 2,� 3]. Events with MX � 1.7GeV
are analyzed only in bins of N⇡± as they are dominated
by background. To enhance the B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` purity in
the low-MX N⇡± = 0 and N⇡± = 1 events, we apply a
selection on the thrust of 0.92 and 0.85, respectively. It
is defined by max|n|=1 (

P
i |pi · n|/

P
i |pi|), when sum-

ming over the neutral and charged constituents of the
reconstructed X system in the center of mass frame. For
B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` events, we expect a more collimated Xu sys-
tem than for B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` and other B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` pro-
cesses, resulting in a higher thrust value.

The q2 : N⇡± bins and the MX � 1.7GeV N⇡± dis-
tribution are analyzed using a simultaneous likelihood
fit, which incorporates floating parameters for the mod-
eling of the B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` form factor, the binned tem-
plates, and systematic uncertainties as nuisance param-
eters. Specifically, the shape of B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` template is
linked to the form factors by correcting the e�ciency and
acceptance e↵ects. The fit components we probe are the
normalizations of B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` decays, other B ! Xu ` ⌫̄`
signal decays, and of background events dominated by
B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` decays. The f+ and f0 form factors describ-
ing the B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` decay dynamics are parameterized
with expansion coe�cients a+n and a0n using the BCL ex-
pansion,

f+(q
2) =

1

1� q2/m2
B⇤

N+�1X

n=0

a+n

h
zn � (�1)n�N+ n

N+
zN

+
i
,

f0(q
2) =

N0�1X

n=0

a0n z
n , (3)

at expansion order N+ = N0 = 3 in the conformal vari-
able z = z(q2) [20, 36], and a02 is expressed by the re-
maining coe�cients to keep the kinematical constraint
f+(0) = f0(0). We constrain the expansion coe�cients
to the lattice QCD (LQCD) values of Ref. [36], combin-
ing LQCD calculations from several groups [37, 38]. Note
that the measured distributions have no sensitivity for f0
and we thus neglect its e↵ects in the decay rate. The in-
clusion of the f0 expansion coe�cients, however, reduces
uncertainties on the B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` rate through the corre-
lation to the f+ shape. We also study a fit scenario that
constrains the B ! ⇡ form factors to the combined lat-
tice QCD and experimental information of Refs. [39–42],
representing the full experimental knowledge of its shape
to date.

We consider additive and multiplicative systematic un-
certainties in the likelihood fit by adding bin-wise nui-
sance parameters for each template. The parameters are

FIG. 1. The q2 : N⇡± spectrum after the 2D fit is shown for
the scenario that only uses LQCD information. The uncer-
tainties incorporate all postfit uncertainties discussed in the
text.

constrained to a multinormal Gaussian distribution with
a covariance reflecting the sum of all considered system-
atic e↵ects, and the correlation structure between tem-
plates from common sources is taken into account. This
includes detector and reconstruction related uncertain-
ties, such as the tracking e�ciency for low and high
momentum tracks, particle identification e�ciency un-
certainties, and the calibration of the Btag reconstruc-
tion e�ciency. We further consider uncertainties on the
B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` and B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` shapes from the form
factors, non-perturbative parameters, and their compo-
sitions. The u ! Xu fragmentation uncertainties are
evaluated by changing the default Belle tune of fragmen-
tation parameters to the values used in Ref. [43]. We fur-
ther vary the ss̄-production rate �s = 0.30± 0.09, span-
ning the range of Refs. [44, 45]. The largest uncertain-
ties on the exclusive branching fraction measurements are
from the calibration of the tagging e�ciency (±4.0%) and
the B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` modeling (±3.5%). The largest uncer-
tainties on the inclusive branching fraction measurement
are from the B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` (±12.1%) modeling and the
u ! Xu fragmentation (±5.3%). The uncertainties of
the modeling of the B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` background are ±1.2%
and ±2.8% for the B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` and B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` branching
fractions, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the q2 : N⇡± distribution of the signal
region after the fit and with only using LQCD informa-
tion: B+ ! ⇡0 `+ ⌫` and B0 ! ⇡� `+ ⌫` events are ag-
gregated in the N⇡+ = 0 and N⇡+ = 1 bins, respectively,
whereas contributions from other B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` processes
are in all multiplicity bins. The high MX bins constrain
the B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` and other background contributions. We
use the isospin relation and B0/B+ lifetime ratio to link

5 bins of 
for each 

q2

Nπ
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with expansion coe�cients a+n and a0n using the BCL ex-
pansion,

f+(q
2) =

1

1� q2/m2
B⇤

N+�1X

n=0

a+n

h
zn � (�1)n�N+ n

N+
zN

+
i
,

f0(q
2) =

N0�1X

n=0

a0n z
n , (3)

at expansion order N+ = N0 = 3 in the conformal vari-
able z = z(q2) [20, 36], and a02 is expressed by the re-
maining coe�cients to keep the kinematical constraint
f+(0) = f0(0). We constrain the expansion coe�cients
to the lattice QCD (LQCD) values of Ref. [36], combin-
ing LQCD calculations from several groups [37, 38]. Note
that the measured distributions have no sensitivity for f0
and we thus neglect its e↵ects in the decay rate. The in-
clusion of the f0 expansion coe�cients, however, reduces
uncertainties on the B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` rate through the corre-
lation to the f+ shape. We also study a fit scenario that
constrains the B ! ⇡ form factors to the combined lat-
tice QCD and experimental information of Refs. [39–42],
representing the full experimental knowledge of its shape
to date.

We consider additive and multiplicative systematic un-
certainties in the likelihood fit by adding bin-wise nui-
sance parameters for each template. The parameters are

FIG. 1. The q2 : N⇡± spectrum after the 2D fit is shown for
the scenario that only uses LQCD information. The uncer-
tainties incorporate all postfit uncertainties discussed in the
text.

constrained to a multinormal Gaussian distribution with
a covariance reflecting the sum of all considered system-
atic e↵ects, and the correlation structure between tem-
plates from common sources is taken into account. This
includes detector and reconstruction related uncertain-
ties, such as the tracking e�ciency for low and high
momentum tracks, particle identification e�ciency un-
certainties, and the calibration of the Btag reconstruc-
tion e�ciency. We further consider uncertainties on the
B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` and B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` shapes from the form
factors, non-perturbative parameters, and their compo-
sitions. The u ! Xu fragmentation uncertainties are
evaluated by changing the default Belle tune of fragmen-
tation parameters to the values used in Ref. [43]. We fur-
ther vary the ss̄-production rate �s = 0.30± 0.09, span-
ning the range of Refs. [44, 45]. The largest uncertain-
ties on the exclusive branching fraction measurements are
from the calibration of the tagging e�ciency (±4.0%) and
the B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` modeling (±3.5%). The largest uncer-
tainties on the inclusive branching fraction measurement
are from the B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` (±12.1%) modeling and the
u ! Xu fragmentation (±5.3%). The uncertainties of
the modeling of the B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` background are ±1.2%
and ±2.8% for the B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` and B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` branching
fractions, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the q2 : N⇡± distribution of the signal
region after the fit and with only using LQCD informa-
tion: B+ ! ⇡0 `+ ⌫` and B0 ! ⇡� `+ ⌫` events are ag-
gregated in the N⇡+ = 0 and N⇡+ = 1 bins, respectively,
whereas contributions from other B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` processes
are in all multiplicity bins. The high MX bins constrain
the B ! Xc ` ⌫̄` and other background contributions. We
use the isospin relation and B0/B+ lifetime ratio to link

Signal yield is measured 
in 5 bins of q2
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ℒint = 711 fb−1
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FIG. 2. The |Vub| values obtained with the fits using (top)
LQCD or (bottom) LQCD and experimental constraints for

the B
0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄` form factor are shown. The inclusive |Vub|

value is based on the decay rate from the GGOU calculation.
The values obtained from the previous Belle measurement
[9] (grey band) and the world averages from Ref. [1] (black
marker) are also shown. The shown ellipses correspond to
39.3% confidence levels (��2 = 1).

the yields of B+ ! ⇡0 `+ ⌫` and B0 ! ⇡� `+ ⌫`. The fit
has a �2 of 12.6 with 21 degrees of freedom, correspond-
ing to a p-value of 92%. The measured B+ ! ⇡0 `+ ⌫`
and B0 ! ⇡� `+ ⌫` yields are corrected for e�ciency
e↵ects to determine the corresponding branching frac-
tions B. The measured inclusive yield is calculated from
the sum of B+ ! ⇡0 `+ ⌫`, B0 ! ⇡� `+ ⌫`, and other
B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` events and unfolded to correspond to a par-
tial branching fraction �B with EB

` > 1.0GeV, also cor-
recting for the e↵ect of final state radiation photons. We
find

B(B0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄`) = (1.43± 0.19± 0.13)⇥ 10�4 , (4)

�B(B ! Xu`⌫̄`) = (1.40± 0.14± 0.23)⇥ 10�3 , (5)

with the errors denoting statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The recovered branching fraction for

B
0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄` is compatible with the world average of

B(B0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄`) = (1.50± 0.06)⇥ 10�4 [1]. The cor-
relation between the exclusive and inclusive branching
fractions is ⇢ = 0.10. Using calculations for the inclu-
sive partial rate and the fitted form factor parameters, we
can determine values for |Vub|. As our baseline we use the
GGOU [46] calculation for the inclusive partial rate with
EB

` > 1.0GeV (�� = 58.5± 2.7 ps�1), but other calcu-
lations result in similar values for inclusive |Vub|. We
find

��V excl.
ub

�� = (4.12± 0.30± 0.18± 0.16)⇥ 10�3 , (6)
��V incl.

ub

�� = (3.90± 0.20± 0.32± 0.09)⇥ 10�3 , (7)

for exclusive and inclusive |Vub| with the uncertainties
denoting the statistical error, systematic error, and error
from theory (either from LQCD or the inclusive calcula-
tion). The correlation between the exclusive and inclu-
sive |Vub| is ⇢ = 0.07. The determined value for inclusive
|Vub| is compatible with the determination of Ref. [9]. For
the ratio of inclusive and exclusive Vub values we find

��V excl.
ub

�� /
��V incl.

ub

�� = 1.06± 0.14 , (8)

which is compatible with the SM expectation of unity.
The value is higher and compatible with the current
world average of |V excl.

ub |/|V incl.
ub | = 0.84± 0.04 [1] within

1.6 standard deviations. Fig. 2 (top) compares the mea-
sured individual values with the SM expectation and the
current world average. We also test what happens if we
relax the isospin relation between B� ! ⇡0`�⌫̄` (red el-

lipse) and B
0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄` (blue) branching fractions and

find compatible results for exclusive and inclusive |Vub|,
as well as for the exclusive |Vub| values.
In addition to this extraction, we can also utilize the

full theoretical and experimental knowledge of the B !
⇡ ` ⌫̄` form factor, combining shape information from the
measured q2 spectrum with LQCD predictions, as pro-
vided by Ref. [36]. The determined (partial) branching
fractions in this scenario are

B(B0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄`) = (1.53± 0.18± 0.12)⇥ 10�4 , (9)

�B(B ! Xu`⌫̄`) = (1.40± 0.14± 0.23)⇥ 10�3 , (10)

with a correlation of ⇢ = 0.12 between inclusive and
exclusive branching fractions. This fit leads to a more
precise value of |Vub| from B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` and we find with
the same inclusive calculation

��V excl.
ub

�� = (3.78± 0.23± 0.16± 0.14)⇥ 10�3 , (11)
��V incl.

ub

�� = (3.90± 0.20± 0.32± 0.09)⇥ 10�3 , (12)

with a correlation ⇢ = 0.10 and a ratio of

��V excl.
ub

�� /
��V incl.

ub

�� = 0.97± 0.12 , (13)

•  results from fits using LQCD and 
experimental constraints for the 

 form-factor (left)

|Vub |

B → π+ℓν
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FIG. 2. The |Vub| values obtained with the fits using (top)
LQCD or (bottom) LQCD and experimental constraints for

the B
0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄` form factor are shown. The inclusive |Vub|

value is based on the decay rate from the GGOU calculation.
The values obtained from the previous Belle measurement
[9] (grey band) and the world averages from Ref. [1] (black
marker) are also shown. The shown ellipses correspond to
39.3% confidence levels (��2 = 1).

the yields of B+ ! ⇡0 `+ ⌫` and B0 ! ⇡� `+ ⌫`. The fit
has a �2 of 12.6 with 21 degrees of freedom, correspond-
ing to a p-value of 92%. The measured B+ ! ⇡0 `+ ⌫`
and B0 ! ⇡� `+ ⌫` yields are corrected for e�ciency
e↵ects to determine the corresponding branching frac-
tions B. The measured inclusive yield is calculated from
the sum of B+ ! ⇡0 `+ ⌫`, B0 ! ⇡� `+ ⌫`, and other
B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` events and unfolded to correspond to a par-
tial branching fraction �B with EB

` > 1.0GeV, also cor-
recting for the e↵ect of final state radiation photons. We
find

B(B0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄`) = (1.43± 0.19± 0.13)⇥ 10�4 , (4)

�B(B ! Xu`⌫̄`) = (1.40± 0.14± 0.23)⇥ 10�3 , (5)

with the errors denoting statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The recovered branching fraction for
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0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄` is compatible with the world average of

B(B0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄`) = (1.50± 0.06)⇥ 10�4 [1]. The cor-
relation between the exclusive and inclusive branching
fractions is ⇢ = 0.10. Using calculations for the inclu-
sive partial rate and the fitted form factor parameters, we
can determine values for |Vub|. As our baseline we use the
GGOU [46] calculation for the inclusive partial rate with
EB

` > 1.0GeV (�� = 58.5± 2.7 ps�1), but other calcu-
lations result in similar values for inclusive |Vub|. We
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denoting the statistical error, systematic error, and error
from theory (either from LQCD or the inclusive calcula-
tion). The correlation between the exclusive and inclu-
sive |Vub| is ⇢ = 0.07. The determined value for inclusive
|Vub| is compatible with the determination of Ref. [9]. For
the ratio of inclusive and exclusive Vub values we find
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ub | = 0.84± 0.04 [1] within
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⇡ ` ⌫̄` form factor, combining shape information from the
measured q2 spectrum with LQCD predictions, as pro-
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fractions in this scenario are
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LQCD or (bottom) LQCD and experimental constraints for

the B
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value is based on the decay rate from the GGOU calculation.
The values obtained from the previous Belle measurement
[9] (grey band) and the world averages from Ref. [1] (black
marker) are also shown. The shown ellipses correspond to
39.3% confidence levels (��2 = 1).

the yields of B+ ! ⇡0 `+ ⌫` and B0 ! ⇡� `+ ⌫`. The fit
has a �2 of 12.6 with 21 degrees of freedom, correspond-
ing to a p-value of 92%. The measured B+ ! ⇡0 `+ ⌫`
and B0 ! ⇡� `+ ⌫` yields are corrected for e�ciency
e↵ects to determine the corresponding branching frac-
tions B. The measured inclusive yield is calculated from
the sum of B+ ! ⇡0 `+ ⌫`, B0 ! ⇡� `+ ⌫`, and other
B ! Xu ` ⌫̄` events and unfolded to correspond to a par-
tial branching fraction �B with EB

` > 1.0GeV, also cor-
recting for the e↵ect of final state radiation photons. We
find

B(B0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄`) = (1.43± 0.19± 0.13)⇥ 10�4 , (4)

�B(B ! Xu`⌫̄`) = (1.40± 0.14± 0.23)⇥ 10�3 , (5)

with the errors denoting statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The recovered branching fraction for

B
0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄` is compatible with the world average of

B(B0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄`) = (1.50± 0.06)⇥ 10�4 [1]. The cor-
relation between the exclusive and inclusive branching
fractions is ⇢ = 0.10. Using calculations for the inclu-
sive partial rate and the fitted form factor parameters, we
can determine values for |Vub|. As our baseline we use the
GGOU [46] calculation for the inclusive partial rate with
EB

` > 1.0GeV (�� = 58.5± 2.7 ps�1), but other calcu-
lations result in similar values for inclusive |Vub|. We
find

��V excl.
ub

�� = (4.12± 0.30± 0.18± 0.16)⇥ 10�3 , (6)
��V incl.

ub

�� = (3.90± 0.20± 0.32± 0.09)⇥ 10�3 , (7)

for exclusive and inclusive |Vub| with the uncertainties
denoting the statistical error, systematic error, and error
from theory (either from LQCD or the inclusive calcula-
tion). The correlation between the exclusive and inclu-
sive |Vub| is ⇢ = 0.07. The determined value for inclusive
|Vub| is compatible with the determination of Ref. [9]. For
the ratio of inclusive and exclusive Vub values we find

��V excl.
ub

�� /
��V incl.

ub

�� = 1.06± 0.14 , (8)

which is compatible with the SM expectation of unity.
The value is higher and compatible with the current
world average of |V excl.

ub |/|V incl.
ub | = 0.84± 0.04 [1] within

1.6 standard deviations. Fig. 2 (top) compares the mea-
sured individual values with the SM expectation and the
current world average. We also test what happens if we
relax the isospin relation between B� ! ⇡0`�⌫̄` (red el-

lipse) and B
0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄` (blue) branching fractions and

find compatible results for exclusive and inclusive |Vub|,
as well as for the exclusive |Vub| values.
In addition to this extraction, we can also utilize the

full theoretical and experimental knowledge of the B !
⇡ ` ⌫̄` form factor, combining shape information from the
measured q2 spectrum with LQCD predictions, as pro-
vided by Ref. [36]. The determined (partial) branching
fractions in this scenario are

B(B0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄`) = (1.53± 0.18± 0.12)⇥ 10�4 , (9)

�B(B ! Xu`⌫̄`) = (1.40± 0.14± 0.23)⇥ 10�3 , (10)

with a correlation of ⇢ = 0.12 between inclusive and
exclusive branching fractions. This fit leads to a more
precise value of |Vub| from B ! ⇡ ` ⌫̄` and we find with
the same inclusive calculation
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�� = (3.78± 0.23± 0.16± 0.14)⇥ 10�3 , (11)
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Figure 1: Comparison of our predictions for the branching ratio B(B ! Xc⌧⌫) with previous
determinations and with the sum over exclusives from [37]. We also quote the measurements
of LEP and the unpublished Belle measurement (see text for details).
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5 Appendix

In this Appendix, we explicitly give the coe�cients of the rate in (4).
We note that all these coe�cients except C⇢3

D
agree with [10] when transforming basis
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July 8, 2022 Henrik Junkerkalefeld / R(#!/#) measurement at Belle II / 1911

EVENT SELECTION
• Reconstruct                     
" #$ → &'()% ℓ&?
" #$ → '&'()* ℓ&?

• 2ℓ∗ > -. 4 GeV

• Only basic quality 
cuts on tracks and 
calorimeter signals

• Tight constraints on 
tag quality

( = O (+. -%)
Precise knowledge of 
0+,- kinematics

Tight 5ℓ∗ cut to suppress 
• hadrons faking leptons (“fakes”)
• secondary leptons from 6 → 7 → (ℓ, 9) cascades (“secondaries”)
• 0 → :;<
[53% (!) / 66% (=) of selected B → :ℓ< is retained]

July 8, 2022 Henrik Junkerkalefeld / R(#!/#) measurement at Belle II / 1912

EVENT SELECTION
• Reconstruct                     
" #$ → &'()% ℓ&?
" #$ → '&'()* ℓ&?

• 2ℓ∗ > -. 4 GeV

• Only basic quality 
cuts on tracks and 
calorimeter signals

• Tight constraints on 
tag quality

( = O (+. -%)
Precise knowledge of 
0+,- kinematics

Tight 5ℓ∗ cut to suppress 
• hadrons faking leptons (“fakes”)
• secondary leptons from 6 → 7 → (ℓ, 9) cascades (“secondaries”)
• 0 → :;<
[53% (!) / 66% (=) of selected B → :ℓ< is retained]

July 8, 2022 Henrik Junkerkalefeld / R(#!/#) measurement at Belle II / 1913

EVENT SELECTION
• Reconstruct                     
" #$ → &'()% ℓ&?
" #$ → '&'()* ℓ&?

• 2ℓ∗ > -. 4 GeV

• Only basic quality 
cuts on tracks and 
calorimeter signals

• Tight constraints on 
tag quality

( = O (+. -%)
Precise knowledge of 
0+,- kinematics

Tight 5ℓ∗ cut to suppress 
• hadrons faking leptons (“fakes”)
• secondary leptons from 6 → 7 → (ℓ, 9) cascades (“secondaries”)
• 0 → :;<
[53% (!) / 66% (=) of selected B → :ℓ< is retained]

slide taken from Belle II ICHEP2022 talk by H. Junkerkalefeld 

arXiv:2301.08266 
accepted to PRLLFU test with inclusive B → Xℓν

See p.31 for FEI as hadronic B-tagging tool.
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Figure 1: Same-charge control channel (left) and opposite-charge signal (right) spectra of the lepton momentum in
the Bsig rest frame, pB` , with the fit results overlaid. The background component mostly contains events with fake or
secondary leptons. The last bin contains overflow events. The hatched area shows the total statistical plus
systematic uncertainty, added in quadrature in each bin.

Table I: Statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
value of R(Xe/µ) from the most significant sources.

Source Uncertainty [%]

Sample size 1.0

Lepton identification 1.9

Xc ` ⌫ branching fractions 0.1

Xc ` ⌫ form factors 0.2

Total 2.2

negligible for the total B ! X ` ⌫ yields determination,
they mostly cancel in the R(Xe/µ) ratio.

We find an R(Xe/µ) value of

R(Xe/µ) = 1.033 ± 0.010 (stat) ± 0.019 (syst), (2)

which agrees within 0.6� with a previous measurement
from Belle in exclusive B ! D⇤`⌫ decays [9]. In order
to reduce model dependence, we also provide a fiducial
measurement by recalculating Ngen

` of Eq. (1) in the re-
stricted phase space defined by selecting events with a
generated B-frame lepton momentum above 1.3 GeV/c,
leading to an overall scaling of R(Xe/µ) by 0.998. The
result is

R(Xe/µ | pB` > 1.3 GeV/c) = 1.031 ± 0.010 (stat)

± 0.019 (syst).
(3)

In order to test the dependence of the result on the
chosen lower threshold on pB` , we measure R(Xe/µ) while
changing the nominal value of 1.3 GeV/c to 1.1, 1.2, and

1.4 GeV/c. The values are mutually consistent with a
p-value of 0.27, taking into account the correlations be-
tween uncertainties of the four measurements. Simi-
larly, the result is consistent between subsets of the full
data set when split by lepton charge, tag flavor, and
by data-taking period. Furthermore, we check the im-
pact on R(Xe/µ) of the modeling of charmed D me-
son decays by varying the branching ratio of each decay
D ! K + anything within its uncertainty as provided in
Ref. [22] while fixing the total event normalization. The
e↵ect is negligible.

Our result is the most precise branching fraction-
based test of electron-muon universality in semileptonic
B decays. The measurement in the full phase space,
Eq. 2, is consistent with the standard model prediction
of 1.006 ± 0.001 [34].

This work, based on data collected using the Belle
II detector, which was built and commissioned prior to
March 2019, was supported by Science Committee of
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Figure 1: Same-charge control channel (left) and opposite-charge signal (right) spectra of the lepton momentum in
the Bsig rest frame, pB` , with the fit results overlaid. The background component mostly contains events with fake or
secondary leptons. The last bin contains overflow events. The hatched area shows the total statistical plus
systematic uncertainty, added in quadrature in each bin.

Table I: Statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
value of R(Xe/µ) from the most significant sources.

Source Uncertainty [%]

Sample size 1.0

Lepton identification 1.9

Xc ` ⌫ branching fractions 0.1

Xc ` ⌫ form factors 0.2

Total 2.2

negligible for the total B ! X ` ⌫ yields determination,
they mostly cancel in the R(Xe/µ) ratio.

We find an R(Xe/µ) value of

R(Xe/µ) = 1.033 ± 0.010 (stat) ± 0.019 (syst), (2)

which agrees within 0.6� with a previous measurement
from Belle in exclusive B ! D⇤`⌫ decays [9]. In order
to reduce model dependence, we also provide a fiducial
measurement by recalculating Ngen

` of Eq. (1) in the re-
stricted phase space defined by selecting events with a
generated B-frame lepton momentum above 1.3 GeV/c,
leading to an overall scaling of R(Xe/µ) by 0.998. The
result is

R(Xe/µ | pB` > 1.3 GeV/c) = 1.031 ± 0.010 (stat)

± 0.019 (syst).
(3)

In order to test the dependence of the result on the
chosen lower threshold on pB` , we measure R(Xe/µ) while
changing the nominal value of 1.3 GeV/c to 1.1, 1.2, and

1.4 GeV/c. The values are mutually consistent with a
p-value of 0.27, taking into account the correlations be-
tween uncertainties of the four measurements. Simi-
larly, the result is consistent between subsets of the full
data set when split by lepton charge, tag flavor, and
by data-taking period. Furthermore, we check the im-
pact on R(Xe/µ) of the modeling of charmed D me-
son decays by varying the branching ratio of each decay
D ! K + anything within its uncertainty as provided in
Ref. [22] while fixing the total event normalization. The
e↵ect is negligible.

Our result is the most precise branching fraction-
based test of electron-muon universality in semileptonic
B decays. The measurement in the full phase space,
Eq. 2, is consistent with the standard model prediction
of 1.006 ± 0.001 [34].

This work, based on data collected using the Belle
II detector, which was built and commissioned prior to
March 2019, was supported by Science Committee of
the Republic of Armenia Grant No. 20TTCG-1C010;
Australian Research Council and research Grants
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Figure 1: Same-charge control channel (left) and opposite-charge signal (right) spectra of the lepton momentum in
the Bsig rest frame, pB` , with the fit results overlaid. The background component mostly contains events with fake or
secondary leptons. The last bin contains overflow events. The hatched area shows the total statistical plus
systematic uncertainty, added in quadrature in each bin.

Table I: Statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
value of R(Xe/µ) from the most significant sources.

Source Uncertainty [%]

Sample size 1.0

Lepton identification 1.9

Xc ` ⌫ branching fractions 0.1

Xc ` ⌫ form factors 0.2

Total 2.2

negligible for the total B ! X ` ⌫ yields determination,
they mostly cancel in the R(Xe/µ) ratio.

We find an R(Xe/µ) value of

R(Xe/µ) = 1.033 ± 0.010 (stat) ± 0.019 (syst), (2)

which agrees within 0.6� with a previous measurement
from Belle in exclusive B ! D⇤`⌫ decays [9]. In order
to reduce model dependence, we also provide a fiducial
measurement by recalculating Ngen

` of Eq. (1) in the re-
stricted phase space defined by selecting events with a
generated B-frame lepton momentum above 1.3 GeV/c,
leading to an overall scaling of R(Xe/µ) by 0.998. The
result is

R(Xe/µ | pB` > 1.3 GeV/c) = 1.031 ± 0.010 (stat)

± 0.019 (syst).
(3)

In order to test the dependence of the result on the
chosen lower threshold on pB` , we measure R(Xe/µ) while
changing the nominal value of 1.3 GeV/c to 1.1, 1.2, and

1.4 GeV/c. The values are mutually consistent with a
p-value of 0.27, taking into account the correlations be-
tween uncertainties of the four measurements. Simi-
larly, the result is consistent between subsets of the full
data set when split by lepton charge, tag flavor, and
by data-taking period. Furthermore, we check the im-
pact on R(Xe/µ) of the modeling of charmed D me-
son decays by varying the branching ratio of each decay
D ! K + anything within its uncertainty as provided in
Ref. [22] while fixing the total event normalization. The
e↵ect is negligible.

Our result is the most precise branching fraction-
based test of electron-muon universality in semileptonic
B decays. The measurement in the full phase space,
Eq. 2, is consistent with the standard model prediction
of 1.006 ± 0.001 [34].

This work, based on data collected using the Belle
II detector, which was built and commissioned prior to
March 2019, was supported by Science Committee of
the Republic of Armenia Grant No. 20TTCG-1C010;
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0 &∗ Measurement

2023/07/18 K. Kojima (on behalf of the Belle II Collaboration) / Lepton Photon 2023

We perform the first measurement of                                         at Belle II.4 5∗ = ℬ 7! → 5∗2*&̅+
ℬ 7! → 5∗ℓ*&̅ℓ

• +meson pairs are reconstructed using the hadronic + tagging method.
• <∗ mesons are reconstructed through <∗* → <)>*/<*>), and <∗) → <)>), 

and @ decays are reconstructed leptonically via @ → ABB̅/DBB̅.

• The yields of ;+ → <∗@&B̅1 and ;+ → <∗ℓ&B̅ℓ modes are extracted simultaneously 
among three <∗ modes by fitting 62344

' and :567 in two dimensions. 
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Post-fit distributions for U∗$ → U5W$ 1.5 < -)*++
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2. :567: A linear sum of the energy of calorimeter clusters not used for the + ;+ reconstruction
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NewforLP2023

 from Belle IIR(D*)
First  result from Belle II 

Analysis features 
• Use hadronic B-tagging with FEI (slide 31)

• leptonic  decays, 

• three  modes:  and 

Signal ( ) & Normalization ( ) 
• extracted simultaneously

• by fitting 2D  

R(D*)

τ τ+ → ℓ+νℓν̄τ

D* D*+ → D0π+, D+π0 D*0 → D0π0

B → D*τ+ν B → D*ℓ+ν

(M2
miss, EECL)

17

R(D*) ≡
ℬ(B → D*τ+ν)
ℬ(B → D*ℓ+ν)

New for July, 2023 
Preliminary

M2
miss ≡ (pe+e− − pBtag

− pD* − pℓ)2

EECL = extra energy (unmatched) in the 
EM calorimeter
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First  result from Belle II 

Analysis features 
• Use hadronic B-tagging with FEI (slide ##)

• leptonic  decays, 

• three  modes:  and 

Signal ( ) & Normalization ( ) 
• extracted simultaneously

• by fitting 2D  

R(D*)

τ τ+ → ℓ+νℓν̄τ

D* D*+ → D0π+, D+π0 D*0 → D0π0

B → D*τ+ν B → D*ℓ+ν

(M2
miss, EECL)

 from Belle IIR(D*)
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New for July, 2023 
Preliminary

M2
miss ≡ (pe+e− − pBtag

− pD* − pℓ)2

EECL = extra energy (unmatched) in the 
EM calorimeter
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Figure 6.1: The 2D PDFs of EECL and M2

miss
from B ! D⇤⌧�⌫⌧ (left) , B ! D⇤`�⌫` (middle) , and B ! D⇤⇤`�⌫`

(right). The z-axis corresponds to an arbitrary normalization to demonstrate the shape di↵erence in the
distributions.

R(D⇤) =
B(B ! D⇤⌧�⌫)

B(B ! D⇤`�⌫)
(` = e, µ)

=
ND⇤⌧⌫

(ND⇤`⌫/2)
· "D

⇤`⌫

"D⇤⌧⌫
(6.1)

where ND⇤⌧(`)⌫ is the observed number of D⇤⌧(`)⌫ can-474

didates in the data and "D⇤⌧(`)⌫ is the reconstruction475

e�ciency of correctly reconstructed B ! D⇤⌧(`)⌫ can-476

didates. The factor of 2 in the denominator averages477

the summed yield from two modes with light leptons,478

` 2 {e, µ}. We assume isospin symmetry for charged479

and neutral B meson decays and set R(D⇤) = R(D⇤0) =480

R(D⇤+). Here, the reconstruction e�ciencies are defined481

as482

"D⇤⌧⌫(D⇤`⌫) =
N rec

D⇤⌧⌫(D⇤`⌫)

Ngen

D⇤⌧⌫(D⇤`⌫)

, (6.2)483

where N rec

D⇤⌧(`)⌫ and Ngen

D⇤⌧(`)⌫ are the number of recon-484

structed and generated D⇤⌧(`)⌫ decays in the MC, re-485

spectively.486

The fit includes some parameters that are uncon-487

strained and others subject to Gaussian constraints. We488

define four event categories in the fit and additionally489

divide the background events with a correctly recon-490

structed D⇤ candidate into five sub-categories. The491

yields of each category or sub-category are parameter-492

ized as follows.493

1. Signal events:494

The yield ND⇤⌧⌫ is parameterized by Eq. (6.3).495

ND⇤⌧⌫ = R(D⇤) · ND⇤`⌫

2
· "D

⇤⌧⌫

"D⇤`⌫
. (6.3)496

The yield is floated freely, the reconstruction e�-497

ciencies of the signal and the normalization events498

are nuisance parameters constrained by the MC ex-499

pectations.500

2. Signal events with a mis-identified lepton candi-501

date:502

B ! D⇤⌧�⌫⌧ candidates accompanying a fake lep-503

ton candidate from the tau decay which passes lep-504

ton ID requirement can also be considered as signal505

events. The yield N `-misID

D⇤⌧⌫ is fixed relative to the506

yield ND⇤⌧⌫ using the ratio determined in the MC.507

3. Normalization events:508

The yield ND⇤`⌫ is parameterized for neutral and509

charged B modes based on their branching frac-510

tions, reconstruction e�ciency ("D⇤`⌫), NBB , and511

the branching factions of ⌥(4S) ! B0B0 (f00),512

where f00 = 0.486± 0.012 [39]. The yield is floated513

freely, but f00, NBB , and "D⇤`⌫ are constrained nui-514

sance parameters.515

4. Background events with a correctly reconstructed516

D⇤ candidate: The B ! D⇤⇤`�⌫ yield (ND⇤⇤`⌫)517

is allowed to vary since the branching fractions are518

not measured, while the hadronic B decay yield519

(NHad.B), B0 $ B+ cross feeds of semileptonic B520

decay yield (NBCF), continuum event yield (Nqq),521

and other background event yield (Nother) are fixed522

to the MC value.523

5. Background events with a fake D⇤ candidate:524

The yield NFakeD⇤ is floated with a constraint given525

by the calibration factor determined in the �MD⇤526

fits.527

The treatment of fit parameters is summarized in Ta-528

ble 6.1. B(B0 ! D⇤+`�⌫`) is common to the fit cate-529

gories of D⇤+ ! D0⇡+ and D⇤+ ! D+⇡0. The other530

parameters are floated independently in each D⇤ mode.531

In total 6 parameters are floated as shown in Table 6.1,532

11 nuisance parameters are constrained in the fit, addi-533

tionally.534

The PDFs used in the fit are constructed from MC535

template distributions. The existence of empty bins in536

the templates introduces potential biases in the determi-537

nation of the signal yield due to limited size of the sim-538

ulation samples. An adaptive kernel density estimation539

(KDE) [40] method is used to estimate the probability540

density in those empty bins, and the KDE is applied to541
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where ND⇤⌧(`)⌫ is the observed number of D⇤⌧(`)⌫ can-474

didates in the data and "D⇤⌧(`)⌫ is the reconstruction475

e�ciency of correctly reconstructed B ! D⇤⌧(`)⌫ can-476

didates. The factor of 2 in the denominator averages477

the summed yield from two modes with light leptons,478

` 2 {e, µ}. We assume isospin symmetry for charged479

and neutral B meson decays and set R(D⇤) = R(D⇤0) =480

R(D⇤+). Here, the reconstruction e�ciencies are defined481
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where N rec

D⇤⌧(`)⌫ and Ngen

D⇤⌧(`)⌫ are the number of recon-484

structed and generated D⇤⌧(`)⌫ decays in the MC, re-485

spectively.486

The fit includes some parameters that are uncon-487

strained and others subject to Gaussian constraints. We488

define four event categories in the fit and additionally489

divide the background events with a correctly recon-490

structed D⇤ candidate into five sub-categories. The491

yields of each category or sub-category are parameter-492

ized as follows.493

1. Signal events:494

The yield ND⇤⌧⌫ is parameterized by Eq. (6.3).495
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The yield is floated freely, the reconstruction e�-497

ciencies of the signal and the normalization events498

are nuisance parameters constrained by the MC ex-499
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2. Signal events with a mis-identified lepton candi-501

date:502

B ! D⇤⌧�⌫⌧ candidates accompanying a fake lep-503

ton candidate from the tau decay which passes lep-504

ton ID requirement can also be considered as signal505

events. The yield N `-misID

D⇤⌧⌫ is fixed relative to the506

yield ND⇤⌧⌫ using the ratio determined in the MC.507

3. Normalization events:508

The yield ND⇤`⌫ is parameterized for neutral and509

charged B modes based on their branching frac-510

tions, reconstruction e�ciency ("D⇤`⌫), NBB , and511

the branching factions of ⌥(4S) ! B0B0 (f00),512

where f00 = 0.486± 0.012 [39]. The yield is floated513

freely, but f00, NBB , and "D⇤`⌫ are constrained nui-514

sance parameters.515

4. Background events with a correctly reconstructed516

D⇤ candidate: The B ! D⇤⇤`�⌫ yield (ND⇤⇤`⌫)517

is allowed to vary since the branching fractions are518

not measured, while the hadronic B decay yield519

(NHad.B), B0 $ B+ cross feeds of semileptonic B520

decay yield (NBCF), continuum event yield (Nqq),521

and other background event yield (Nother) are fixed522

to the MC value.523

5. Background events with a fake D⇤ candidate:524

The yield NFakeD⇤ is floated with a constraint given525

by the calibration factor determined in the �MD⇤526

fits.527

The treatment of fit parameters is summarized in Ta-528

ble 6.1. B(B0 ! D⇤+`�⌫`) is common to the fit cate-529

gories of D⇤+ ! D0⇡+ and D⇤+ ! D+⇡0. The other530

parameters are floated independently in each D⇤ mode.531

In total 6 parameters are floated as shown in Table 6.1,532

11 nuisance parameters are constrained in the fit, addi-533

tionally.534

The PDFs used in the fit are constructed from MC535

template distributions. The existence of empty bins in536

the templates introduces potential biases in the determi-537

nation of the signal yield due to limited size of the sim-538

ulation samples. An adaptive kernel density estimation539

(KDE) [40] method is used to estimate the probability540

density in those empty bins, and the KDE is applied to541
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Figure 6.1: The 2D PDFs of EECL and M2

miss
from B ! D⇤⌧�⌫⌧ (left) , B ! D⇤`�⌫` (middle) , and B ! D⇤⇤`�⌫`

(right). The z-axis corresponds to an arbitrary normalization to demonstrate the shape di↵erence in the
distributions.

R(D⇤) =
B(B ! D⇤⌧�⌫)

B(B ! D⇤`�⌫)
(` = e, µ)

=
ND⇤⌧⌫

(ND⇤`⌫/2)
· "D

⇤`⌫

"D⇤⌧⌫
(6.1)

where ND⇤⌧(`)⌫ is the observed number of D⇤⌧(`)⌫ can-474

didates in the data and "D⇤⌧(`)⌫ is the reconstruction475

e�ciency of correctly reconstructed B ! D⇤⌧(`)⌫ can-476

didates. The factor of 2 in the denominator averages477

the summed yield from two modes with light leptons,478

` 2 {e, µ}. We assume isospin symmetry for charged479

and neutral B meson decays and set R(D⇤) = R(D⇤0) =480

R(D⇤+). Here, the reconstruction e�ciencies are defined481

as482

"D⇤⌧⌫(D⇤`⌫) =
N rec

D⇤⌧⌫(D⇤`⌫)

Ngen

D⇤⌧⌫(D⇤`⌫)

, (6.2)483

where N rec

D⇤⌧(`)⌫ and Ngen

D⇤⌧(`)⌫ are the number of recon-484

structed and generated D⇤⌧(`)⌫ decays in the MC, re-485

spectively.486
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strained and others subject to Gaussian constraints. We488

define four event categories in the fit and additionally489

divide the background events with a correctly recon-490

structed D⇤ candidate into five sub-categories. The491

yields of each category or sub-category are parameter-492

ized as follows.493

1. Signal events:494

The yield ND⇤⌧⌫ is parameterized by Eq. (6.3).495

ND⇤⌧⌫ = R(D⇤) · ND⇤`⌫

2
· "D

⇤⌧⌫

"D⇤`⌫
. (6.3)496

The yield is floated freely, the reconstruction e�-497

ciencies of the signal and the normalization events498

are nuisance parameters constrained by the MC ex-499

pectations.500

2. Signal events with a mis-identified lepton candi-501

date:502

B ! D⇤⌧�⌫⌧ candidates accompanying a fake lep-503

ton candidate from the tau decay which passes lep-504

ton ID requirement can also be considered as signal505

events. The yield N `-misID

D⇤⌧⌫ is fixed relative to the506

yield ND⇤⌧⌫ using the ratio determined in the MC.507

3. Normalization events:508

The yield ND⇤`⌫ is parameterized for neutral and509

charged B modes based on their branching frac-510

tions, reconstruction e�ciency ("D⇤`⌫), NBB , and511

the branching factions of ⌥(4S) ! B0B0 (f00),512

where f00 = 0.486± 0.012 [39]. The yield is floated513

freely, but f00, NBB , and "D⇤`⌫ are constrained nui-514

sance parameters.515

4. Background events with a correctly reconstructed516

D⇤ candidate: The B ! D⇤⇤`�⌫ yield (ND⇤⇤`⌫)517

is allowed to vary since the branching fractions are518

not measured, while the hadronic B decay yield519

(NHad.B), B0 $ B+ cross feeds of semileptonic B520

decay yield (NBCF), continuum event yield (Nqq),521

and other background event yield (Nother) are fixed522

to the MC value.523

5. Background events with a fake D⇤ candidate:524

The yield NFakeD⇤ is floated with a constraint given525

by the calibration factor determined in the �MD⇤526

fits.527

The treatment of fit parameters is summarized in Ta-528

ble 6.1. B(B0 ! D⇤+`�⌫`) is common to the fit cate-529

gories of D⇤+ ! D0⇡+ and D⇤+ ! D+⇡0. The other530

parameters are floated independently in each D⇤ mode.531

In total 6 parameters are floated as shown in Table 6.1,532

11 nuisance parameters are constrained in the fit, addi-533

tionally.534

The PDFs used in the fit are constructed from MC535

template distributions. The existence of empty bins in536

the templates introduces potential biases in the determi-537

nation of the signal yield due to limited size of the sim-538

ulation samples. An adaptive kernel density estimation539

(KDE) [40] method is used to estimate the probability540

density in those empty bins, and the KDE is applied to541
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 from Belle IIR(D*)
Fit projections for the sub-mode  D*+ → D0π+
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New for July, 2023 
Preliminary

Systematics 
• dominant sources:  PDF shape, MC statisticsEECL
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 from Belle IIR(D*)
New for July, 2023 

Preliminary

Preliminary Result of 0 &∗ Measurement

2023/07/18 K. Kojima (on behalf of the Belle II Collaboration) / Lepton Photon 2023
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Preliminary
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Consistent with both the SM prediction and the HFLAV average.

Uncertainties of T;1< PDF shapes and MC statistics are dominant for the systematic uncertainty.

NewforLP2023

new Belle II result is consistent with both 
the SM and the HFLAV average
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R(D⇤) = 0.267+0.041
�0.039

+0.028
�0.033

Table 50: Expected precision for RD(⇤) and P⌧ (D⇤) at Belle II, given as the relative uncer-

tainty for RD(⇤) and absolute for P⌧ (D⇤). The values given are the statistical and systematic

errors respectively.

5 ab�1 50 ab�1

RD (±6.0 ± 3.9)% (±2.0 ± 2.5)%

RD⇤ (±3.0 ± 2.5)% (±1.0 ± 2.0)%

P⌧ (D⇤) ±0.18 ± 0.08 ±0.06 ± 0.04
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Fig. 70: Expected Belle II constraints on the RD vs RD⇤ plane (left) and the RD⇤ vs P⌧ (D⇤)

plane (right) compared to existing experimental constraints from Belle. The SM predictions

are indicated by the black points with theoretical error bars. In the right panel, the NP

scenarios “Scalar”, “Vector” and “Tensor” assume contributions from the operators OS1
,

OV1
and OT , respectively.

Future prospects. Based on the existing results from Belle and the expected statistical

and experimental improvements at Belle II, we provide estimates of the precision on RD(⇤)

and P⌧ (D⇤) in Table 50 for two integrated luminosities. In Fig. 70, the expected precisions at

Belle II are compared to the current results and SM expectations. They will be comparable to

the current theoretical uncertainty. Furthermore, precise polarisation measurements, P⌧ (D⇤),

and decay di↵erentials will provide further discrimination of NP scenarios (see e.g. Refs. [216?

] for a detailed discussion). In the estimates for P⌧ (D⇤), we take the pessimistic scenario that

no improvement to the systematic uncertainty arising from hadronic B decays with three

or more ⇡0, ⌘ and � can be achieved. However, although challenging, our understanding of

these modes should be improved by future measurements at Belle II and hence the systematic

uncertainty will be further reduced. As shown in Fig. 68, the Belle analyses of B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫⌧

largely rely on the EECL shape to discriminate between signal and background events. One

possible challenge at Belle II is therefore to understand the e↵ects from the large beam-

induced background on EECL. From studies of B ! ⌧⌫, shown earlier in this section, EECL

should be a robust observable.

the leptoquark model, a small deviation in RD(⇤) from the SM prediction is favoured by the LHC
bound [270]

176/690

Belle II expected precision, from 
The Belle II Physics Book, PTEP 2019 (2019) 123C01
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Closing remarks
Precise determination of the CKM matrix elements is crucial for testing the 
Standard Model.  The magnitudes of these elements, in particular,  and , 
are best measured by using B-meson semileptonic decays. 

Moreover, semileptonic B-meson decays provide a great testing ground for 
lepton universality of charged-current weak interaction processes. 

We reported recent unique and/or competitive results of inclusive and 
exclusive B-meson semileptonic decays, from the Belle II and Belle 
experiments. 

For some of these results, tag-side reconstruction of a companion B-meson 
decay has been exploited, which is now a unique feature of Belle II.

For bottom line, using  data sample, Belle II has made 1) precise 
measurement of inclusive ratio,  and 2) its first contribution to .

Vcb Vub

189 fb−1

R(Xe/μ) R(D*)
22



Thank you!
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Appendix 0  The apparatuses
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18#countries#
84#institutes#
~400#members

Z L dt
=
10
39

fb
�1

Lpeak = 21.1 nb�1s�1

Y. Kwon (Yonsei Univ./Belle) Physics Highlights from Belle Aug. 25, 2015 4

counter

Si Vtx. det. 
4(3) lyr. DSSD

		20	countries	
		90	institutions	
~450	members
100

22

~450
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SuperKEKB                         Belle II

injector  
to Linac
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L = 6.5⇥ 1035 cm�2s�1

Z goal

L dt = 50 ab�1
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Belle II

Belle II was in operation 
through the Pandemic era, 
with modified working 
mode in accordance with 
the anti-pandemic policy. 

peak luminosity 
world record 
4.7 × 1034 cm−2s−1

Collected luminosity before LS1 (2019-2022)
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2 x mB = 10.56 GeV
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Non-leptonic hadron decays at e+e– colliders

• Coherent production of meson-antimeson 
pairs with kinematics constrained by 
precisely known collision energy 

• Simple and clean event topologies: 
hadronic events have typically O(10) 
particles 

• Asymmetric-energy colliders: boosted 
production for time-dependent 
measurements 

• Hermetic detectors: excellent (and 
kinematically unbiased) efficiencies for all 
final states, including neutral hadrons 
such as π0, η, KS0, KL0, n

5

B-Factory basics 

• Asymmetric collider 
Boost of center-of-mass 

• Excellent vertexing 
performance ( ) 

• coherent  pairs 
production 

• Excellent flavour tagging 
performance

⇒

σ ∼ 15 μm
BB

6

Expected Mbc ≃ mBExpected ΔE ≃ 0

ΔE = E*B − s /2 Mbc = ( s /2)2 − ⃗p*2
B

•   
constrained kinematics 

• Hermetic detector  complete event 
reconstruction

s = m(Υ(4S)) = 10.58 GeV ≃ 2mB ⇒

⇒

 
measurement of 

 for time 
dependent CP 
violation (TDCPV) 

Δt

9
Invariant  mass with  energy 

replaced by half of the collision energy.
B B Difference between expected and 

observed B energy

Signal 
Continuum 

 backgroundBB̄

B factory analysis 101 

SignalContinuum 

Point-like particles colliding at BBbar threshold: low background and 
knowledge of initial state offers stringent kinematic constraints.  

Extract signal using

kinematics event shape
Event topology

KinematicsKey variables of B decays
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FEI algorithm to reconstruct 

• uses ~200 BDT’s to reconstruct  different 
 decay chains 

• assign signal probability of being correct 

Btag

𝒪(104)
B

Btag

Full Event Interpretation (FEI)
Btag Bsig
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Appendix 1  Exclusive 
 for B → D(*)ℓ+ν Vcb
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 shapes & B → D*ℓ+ν |Vcb |
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Differential shapes (normalized) of 

• as input to determine the non-perturbative form factor 
• once FF shape is known, it can be combined with L-QCD (or other methods) 

for the absolute normalization to determine  

• use hadronic B-tagging via FEI  

• L-QCD at zero recoil ( ) is used for 

B → D*ℓ+ν

|Vcb |

w = 1 |Vcb |

2

tial distributions of B0
! D⇤+`⌫` and B�

! D⇤0`⌫` are
presented.1 These distributions provide the necessary ex-
perimental input to determine the non-perturbative form
factors governing the strong decay dynamics of the pro-
cess. Knowledge of the functional form of the form fac-
tors in combination with information from Lattice QCD
or other non-perturbative methods on their absolute nor-
malization, allow the determination of |Vcb| using

|Vcb| =

s
B(B ! D⇤`⌫̄`)

⌧B �(B ! D⇤`⌫̄`)
. (1)

Here B denotes an externally measured branching frac-
tion of the process, � is the predicted decay rate omitting
the CKM factor |Vcb|

2 , and ⌧B is the B meson lifetime.
To retain a high resolution in the kinematic quantities

of interest and a high signal purity, we make use of the
improved hadronic tagging algorithm of Ref. [12]. This
algorithm hierarchically reconstructs the accompanying
Btag meson in the ⌥(4S) ! BsigBtag decay in O(10000)
exclusive hadronic decay channels and selects candidates
based on a multivariate method. With this the signalBsig

kinematic properties are accessible, allowing for the di-
rect calculation of the four-momentum transfer squared,
q2 = (pB � pD⇤)2, with the B (D⇤) meson momentum
pB (pD⇤), and the three angular relations necessary to
describe the full B ! D⇤`⌫̄` decay cascade (illustrated
in Fig. 1). Due to the challenges of understanding ab-
solute e�ciencies when using algorithms such as that of
Ref. [12], we only focus on measuring normalized di↵er-
ential shapes. To determine |Vcb| we make use of external
inputs for the branching fraction. We report 1D projec-
tions of the decay angles and hadronic recoil parameter
w, which are fully corrected for detector e↵ects and ef-
ficiencies, and we provide the correlations to allow for a
simultaneous analysis of the decay angles and w in all
considered decay modes.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II provides
a brief overview on the theory of B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄` decays,
including definitions for the measured angular relations
and the hadronic recoil parameter. Sections III and IV
summarize the analyzed data set, event reconstruction,
and selection. Section V describes the background sub-
traction fit and Section VI the unfolding of detector res-
olution e↵ects. In Section VII an overview of the eval-
uated systematic uncertainties is given. Section VIII
presents our results and our conclusions are presented
in Section IX.

II. THEORY OF B ! D⇤`⌫̄` DECAYS

In the SM, semileptonic B ! D⇤`⌫̄` decays are medi-
ated by a weak charged current interaction. The dom-
inant theory uncertainty in predicting the semileptonic

1
Charge conjugation is implied and ` = e, µ.

FIG. 1. Visualization of the decay angles in B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄`. For
definitions see text.

decay rate arises in the description of the hadronic ma-
trix elements. These matrix elements can be represented
in terms of four independent form factors hA1�3,V in the
heavy quark symmetry basis [13]:

hD⇤
|c̄ �µb|Bi

p
mBmD

⇤
= i hV "µ⌫↵� ✏⇤⌫ v

0
↵ v� (2)

hD⇤
|c̄ �µ �5b|Bi

p
mBmD

⇤
= hA1

(w + 1) ✏⇤µ
� hA2

(✏⇤ · v) vµ

� hA3
(✏⇤ · v) v0µ . (3)

Here w = v · v0 = (m2
B + m2

D
⇤ � q2)/(2mBmD

⇤) is the
hadronic recoil parameter, which can be expressed as the
product of the two four-velocities v = pB/mB and v0 =
pD⇤/mD

⇤ . Further, ✏⇤ denotes theD⇤ polarization vector

and "µ⌫↵� is the Levi-Civita tensor. The form factors
are functions of q2, or equivalently w. For ` = e, µ the
B ! D⇤ transition can be fully described by the form
factor hA1 and the two form factor ratios,

R1(w) =
hV

hA1

, R2(w) =
hA3

+ r⇤hA2

hA1

, (4)

with r⇤ = mD
⇤/mB .

An alternative common choice to describe the B !

D⇤ decay transition is to represent the decay with form
factors g, f, F1 [14, 15], which are related to the form
factors of the heavy quark symmetry basis as

hA1
=

f

mB

p

r⇤(w + 1)
, hV = gmB

p

r⇤ , (5)

hA1
(w � r⇤ � (w � 1)R2) =

F1

m2
B

p

r⇤(w + 1)
. (6)

The functional forms of the form factors have to be
obtained using fits to di↵erential distributions and/or
to input from non-perturbative methods such as Lattice

<latexit sha1_base64="WBCf4lszBEgH56RcwGHb5ZMHb3I=">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</latexit>

B – externally determined
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� = decay width/|Vcb|2 (theory)
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FIG. 2. The di↵erential distributions of the kinematic variables describing the di↵erential decay rate of B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄` are shown
in our four considered decay modes. The MC expectation was normalized to the number of observed events in data.

in the large sample limit [38] with

�2
P = 2

NX

i=0

✓
ni log

ni

⌫̂i
+ ⌫̂i � ni

◆
, (21)

where ⌫̂i is the estimated number of events in bin i. The
p-value is calculated as

Z 1

�
2
P

f�2(x|k = 3)dx , (22)

with k = 3 degrees of freedom and f�2 denoting the �2

distribution. The corresponding p-value distribution for
all 160 fits is shown in Fig. 5 and is compatible with the
expected uniform behavior.

We determine the statistical correlation between the
marginalized distributions of the full four-dimensional
rate by considering:

1. The statistical correlation of the data.

2. The sample overlap in the MC distributions and
the systematic uncertainties on the signal and back-
ground shapes on M2

miss. This is used to correlate
the fit shape uncertainties between measured bins
associated with the finite sample size of the MC
simulation.

3. The other systematic shape uncertainties, discussed
further in Sec. VII, are negligibly small and we treat
them as fully correlated between individually mea-
sured bins.

The statistical correlation of the data between di↵erent
bins of di↵erent observables is determined by sampling
with replacement from the selected recorded data and
repeated fits to resolve Pearson correlation coe�cients

w cos θℓ cos θV χ
 shapes & B → D*ℓ+ν |Vcb |

• Full correlations b/w the projections 
are also determined 

• Bkgd. subtraction, with binned 
likelihood fits to M2

miss
7

FIG. 3. The reconstructed M2
miss distribution after our final

selection for the B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` (top) channel and the B� !
D⇤0`⌫̄` (bottom) channel. In this plot we average over the
electron and muon mode. The grey dotted lines indicate the
binning used for the signal extraction described in the text.

as small as rdata ⇡ 0.01. For cases without statistical
overlap, e.g. neighbouring bins in the same marginal dis-
tribution, we set the correlation to zero.

We further determine the expected correlation in the
MC distributions by using the sample overlap

rMC =
nxy

p
nx

p
ny

(23)

in the peak region �0.25GeV2/c4 < M2
miss <

0.25GeV2/c4. Here, nx/y refers to the number of events
in a given bin of an observable x, y = w, cos ✓`, cos ✓V ,�
and nxy refers to the events that are in both bins of both
observables under consideration.

FIG. 4. The post-fit M2
miss distribution in the B̄0 ! D⇤e⌫̄e

mode, in the 1 < w < 1.05 bin.

FIG. 5. The p-value distribution for the 160 fits performed in
di↵erent decay channels and kinematic regions. The distribu-
tion is compatible with the expected uniform behavior.

VI. UNFOLDING OF DIFFERENTIAL YIELDS

The resolution caused by detector e↵ects and mis-
reconstructedD⇤ mesons causes migrations of events into
neighbouring bins in the kinematic distributions. These
e↵ects must be corrected for in order to compare the mea-
sured distribution with a theoretical distribution. We
proceed by unfolding our measured spectrum, but also
provide all components necessary to forward fold a theo-
retical distribution.
The migrations can be quantified by determining a de-

tector response matrix R, which encodes the probability
P of an event within a true bin to migrate into a recon-
structed bin:

Rij = P (reco bin i | true bin j) . (24)

arXiv:2301.07529
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B(B̄0
! D⇤+`⌫̄`) = (4.97± 0.12)% . (30)

We combine these branching fractions assuming isospin
and by using the B+/0 lifetimes ⌧B̄0 = 1.520 ps and
⌧
B

� = 1.638 ps from Ref. [3]. Expressing this average

as a B̄0 branching fraction we find:

B(B̄0
! D⇤+`⌫̄`) = (5.03± 0.10)% . (31)

The form factor normalization is constrained at zero-
recoil with hX = hA1

(1) = 0.906 ± 0.013 from Ref. [17]
for our nominal fit scenario. For the BGL form factor
fit, we truncate the series based on the result of a nested
hypothesis test (NHT) [39] with the additional constraint
that the inclusion of additional coe�cients do not result
in correlations of larger than r = 0.95. This leads to the
choice of na = 1, nb = 2, nc = 1 free parameters, with the
constraint for c0 defined in Eq. (12). More details about
the NHT can be found in Appendix B. For the CLN type
parameterization we determine three coe�cients: ⇢2 ,
R1(1), and R2(1).

Both form factor parameterizations are able to describe
the data with p-values of 7% and 6% for BGL and CLN,
respectively, and the extracted |Vcb| values of both deter-
minations are compatible. The fitted shapes are shown
in Fig. 9 (red and blue bands) and the numerical values
for the coe�cients and |Vcb| are listed in Table III and
Table IV for BGL and CLN, respectively. In the figure
we also show the recent beyond zero-recoil prediction of
Ref. [16] as a green band. Its agreement with the mea-
sured spectra has a p-value of 11%. We also perform fits
to our measured B̄0 and B� shapes separately, with the
corresponding external branching fraction input. The re-
sults are compatible with each other, and the individual
extracted |Vcb| values are listed in Table V. We observe a
discrepancy between the |Vcb| values from the charged-
and neutral-only fits (p = 5%). Correcting for the exist-
ing disagreement between the charged and neutral input
branching fractions from HFLAV [11] and comparing the
full set of BGL coe�cients and |Vcb| we recover a p-value
of 20%.

Additionally, we tested explicitly the impact of the
d’Agostini bias [40] on the reported results. The impact
of this bias on our quoted values of |Vcb| and the form
factor parameters is approximately a factor of 30 smaller
than the quoted uncertainties and we thus do not apply
an additional correction.

We also test the impact of the preliminary lattice re-
sults that constrain the B ! D⇤ form factors beyond
zero recoil of Ref. [16] using two scenarios:

1. Inclusion of hA1
beyond zero recoil:

hX ⌘ hA1
(w) ,

2. Inclusion of the full lattice information:
hX ⌘ hX(w) = {hA1

(w), R1(w), R2(w)},

where we consider the points at w = {1.03, 1.10, 1.17}
and use the provided correlations between the lattice
data points. We translate the lattice data points and

FIG. 9. The fitted shapes for both BGL (blue) and CLN (or-
ange) parametrization. Both parametrizations are able to ex-
plain the data, and are compatible with each other. Note that
the BGL (blue) band almost completely overlays the CLN
(orange) band. The green band is the prediction using BGL
coe�cients from lattice QCD calculations in [16].

TABLE III. Fitted BGL121 coe�cients and correlations.

Value Correlation

a0 ⇥ 103 25.98± 1.40 1.00 0.26 �0.23 0.28 �0.31

b0 ⇥ 103 13.11± 0.18 0.26 1.00 �0.01 �0.01 �0.62

b1 ⇥ 103 �7.86± 12.51 �0.23 �0.01 1.00 0.26 �0.47

c1 ⇥ 103 �0.92± 0.97 0.28 �0.01 0.26 1.00 �0.49

|Vcb|⇥ 103 40.55± 0.91 �0.31 �0.62 �0.47 �0.49 1.00

propagate their uncertainty and correlation into pre-
dictions of R1(w) = (w + 1)mBmD

⇤g(w)/f(w) and
R2(w) = (w� r)/(w�1)�F1(w)/(mB(w�1)f(w)) with
r = mD

⇤/mB .
Including lattice points for hA1

beyond zero-recoil re-
sults in a good fit (pBGL = 11%, pCLN = 9%) compatible
with our nominal scenario. Including the full lattice in-
formation results in a poor fit (pBGL = 2%, pCLN = 2%),
where the disagreement is predominantly generated in
R2(w). The extracted |Vcb| values in the di↵erent lat-
tice scenarios are compatible with each other, as shown
in Table VI. We also investigate the beyond zero-recoil
lattice data for an equivalent number of BGL coe�cients
Na = 3, Nb = 3, Nc = 2 as used in Ref. [16]. We find a
much higher value of |Vcb| = (42.67 ± 0.98) ⇥ 10�3 with
a p-value of 5%. The full details of the fit can be found
in Appendix C.
Using on our measured cos ✓` shapes we determine

the forward-backward asymmetry over the full w phase-
space,

AFB =

R 1
0 d cos` d�/d cos` �

R 0
�1 d cos` d�/d cos`R 1

0 d cos` d�/d cos` +
R 0
�1 d cos` d�/d cos`

, (32)

by summing the last five and first five bins in the mea-
sured shape of cos ✓` considering the correlations of the

fitted shapes to BGL & CLN models
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FIG. 7. Acceptance functions for the four decay modes con-
sidered. As expected they behave di↵erently for charged and
neutral B mesons, due to the charged and neutral slow pion
reconstruction. The uncertainty on the acceptance is statisti-
cal only and calculated using normal approximation intervals.
Additional systematic uncertainties are considered, for details
see the text.

FIG. 8. Our determined shapes for the four decay modes using
matrix inversion to correct for the migrations and applying
the acceptance correction.

TABLE II. The compatibility of the measurements from the
di↵erent decay modes determined with the statistical and sys-
tematic covariance matrix and the statistical covariance ma-
trix only. All modes agree well with each other.

�2 / dof p �2
stat / ndf pstat

B ! D⇤`⌫̄` 94.7 / 108 0.82 102.0 / 108 0.65

B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` 26.3 / 36 0.88 27.7 / 36 0.84

B� ! D⇤0`⌫̄` 31.6 / 36 0.68 33.8 / 36 0.57

B(0,�) ! D⇤(+,0)e⌫̄e 27.4 / 36 0.85 29.2 / 36 0.78

B(0,�) ! D⇤(+,0)µ⌫̄µ 42.5 / 36 0.21 45.7 / 36 0.13

to take into account shape uncertainties. Here ✓ik repre-
sents the nuisance parameter vector element of bin i and
⌘MC
ik the expected number of events in the same bin for
event type k as estimated from the simulation. The sys-
tematic e↵ects on the shape of M2

miss have a small impact
on the yields in M2

miss with the largest uncertainty from
the finite sample size of the simulated MC templates.
For the unfolding and acceptance correction procedure

we consider uncertainties originating from the D decay
branching fractions, the B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄` form factors, the
limited MC statistics, the lepton identification e�ciency,
and the e�ciencies for reconstruction of tracks, neutral
pions, slow pions, and K0

S mesons. The impact of these
systematic e↵ects on the unfolding and acceptance cor-
rection is determined by varying the MC sample used to
determine the migration matrices and acceptance func-
tion within the uncertainty of the given systematic e↵ect,
and repeating the unfolding and acceptance correction
procedure.
The calibration factors for the FEI are determined

from a study of hadronically tagged inclusive B ! Xc`⌫̄`
decays. The study is performed in bins of the FEI signal
probability and the tag-side channels. The calibration
factors are defined as the ratio of expected and measured
number of events in each bin. The absolute e�ciency of
the FEI cancels in the measurement of the shapes. The
impact of the FEI on the measured shapes is determined
by weighting the events after removing FEI calibration
factors and determining the di↵erence after applying un-
folding and acceptance correction. We treat this uncer-
tainty as fully correlated.
The individual contributions of the uncertainties to the

normalized shapes are listed in Appendix A.

VIII. DETERMINATION OF THE FORM
FACTORS AND IMPLICATIONS ON |Vcb|

We use the averaged B ! D⇤`⌫̄` shapes to fit the BGL
and CLN form factor parameterizations to the data. We
minimize the �2 defined by

�2 =

 
�~�m

�m �
� ~�p(~x)

�p(~x)

!
C�1

exp

 
�~�m

�m �
�~�p(~x)

�p(~x)

!T

+ (�ext
� �p(~x))2/�(�ext)2

+ (hX � hLQCD
X )C�1

LQCD(hX � hLQCD
X ) , (28)

with the measured (predicted) di↵erential rate

�~�m(p)/�m(p), where the predicted rate is a func-
tion of the form factor coe�cients ~x and |Vcb|. The
rate is calculated assuming the meson masses of
mB = 5.28GeV and mD

⇤ = 2.01GeV, and the lepton as
massless. Cexp (CLQCD) is the covariance matrix of the
experimental (lattice) data.
We rely on external branching fractions provided by

HFLAV [11] to determine |Vcb| :

B(B�
! D⇤0`⌫̄`) = (5.58± 0.22)% , (29)

 shapes & B → D*ℓ+ν |Vcb |
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TABLE IX. The longitudinal polarization fractions for the
four decay modes and various averages. The first uncertainty
is statistical and the second uncertainty is systematic.

FD
⇤

L

B̄0 ! D⇤+e⌫̄e 0.471± 0.024± 0.007

B̄0 ! D⇤+µ⌫̄µ 0.503± 0.023± 0.007

B� ! D⇤0e⌫̄e 0.501± 0.025± 0.007

B� ! D⇤0µ⌫̄µ 0.526± 0.024± 0.007

B(0,�) ! D⇤(+,0)e⌫̄e 0.485± 0.017± 0.005

B(0,�) ! D⇤(+,0)µ⌫̄µ 0.518± 0.017± 0.005

B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` 0.487± 0.017± 0.005

B� ! D⇤0`⌫̄` 0.514± 0.017± 0.005

B ! D⇤`⌫̄` 0.501± 0.012± 0.003

TABLE X. The di↵erence of the longitudinal polarization
fractions for the B̄0 and B� modes, and for the B̄0B� av-
erages. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second
uncertainty is systematics.

�FD
⇤

L

B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` 0.032± 0.033± 0.010

B� ! D⇤0`⌫̄` 0.025± 0.035± 0.010

B ! D⇤`⌫̄` 0.034± 0.024± 0.007

recoil parameter w, and the angles cos ✓`, cos ✓V , and �.
In addition, the full experimental correlations between
the projections were determined, allowing for a simulta-
neous analysis of all bins. The lattice QCD calculation of
Ref. [17] at zero recoil was used for the |Vcb| extraction.
The value of the CKM matrix element |Vcb| was deter-
mined using external input for the branching fraction and
we find for our fit with the BGL parameterization, with
the number of floating BGL parameters determined using
a nested-hypothesis test,

|Vcb| = (40.6± 0.9)⇥ 10�3 , (37)

in agreement with |Vcb| from inclusive determinations [8,
9]. A study of the recent lattice QCD calculations from
Ref. [16] was performed, and the impact on |Vcb| is shown
in Fig. 11, together with other determinations of |Vcb| .

The measured di↵erential distribution of cos ✓` is used
to determine the forward-backward asymmetry AFB for
electron and muon final states, as well as their di↵erence.

TABLE XI. The lepton flavor universality ratios for the B̄0

and B� modes, and for the B̄0B� average. The first uncer-
tainty is statistical and the second uncertainty is systematic.

Reµ

B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` 1.010± 0.034± 0.025

B� ! D⇤0`⌫̄` 0.971± 0.025± 0.023

B ! D⇤`⌫̄` 0.990± 0.021± 0.023

FIG. 11. Our extracted |Vcb| values using the lattice input
from Ref. [17] (black) and Ref. [16] (blue), together with the
latest exclusive HFLAV average [42] (purple), determinations
from inclusive approaches [8, 9] (orange), and from CKM uni-
tarity (grey).

We find values which are compatible with the predic-
tion from lattice QCD from Ref. [16], the predictions of
Refs. [43, 44], and the experimental value from Ref. [45]
determined in Ref. [44]. Similarly the longitudinal D⇤

polarization fraction can be determined from the mea-
sured distribution of cos ✓V and we find good agreement
with Refs. [16, 43, 44]. Lastly, we obtain the lepton-flavor
universality ratio

Reµ =
B(B ! D⇤e⌫̄e)

B(B ! D⇤µ⌫̄µ)
= 0.990± 0.021± 0.023 , (38)

which is in good agreement with Refs. [43, 44].
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TABLE IV. Fitted CLN coe�cients and correlations.

Value Correlation

⇢2 1.22± 0.09 1.00 0.58 �0.88 0.37

R1(1) 1.37± 0.08 0.58 1.00 �0.66 �0.03

R2(1) 0.88± 0.07 �0.88 �0.66 1.00 �0.14

|Vcb|⇥ 103 40.11± 0.85 0.37 �0.03 �0.14 1.00

TABLE V. Extracted |Vcb|⇥ 103 values with our fitted form
factor coe�cients to the averaged B� ! D⇤`⌫, B̄0 ! D⇤`⌫,
and B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄` shapes, with the external input for the abso-
lute branching fractions described in the text, and our nom-
inal scenario for the lattice input: hA1

(1) = 0.906 ± 0.013
from [17].

BGL121 CLN

B+ ! D⇤0`⌫̄` 42.0± 1.2 41.4± 1.2

B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` 38.5± 1.3 38.3± 1.1

B ! D⇤`⌫̄` 40.6± 0.9 40.1± 0.9

uncertainties. We also determine the di↵erences

�AFB = Aµ
FB �Ae

FB . (33)

The numerical values are tabulated in Table VII and Ta-
ble VIII for AFB and �AFB respectively.

Using our measured cos ✓V shapes we determine the

longitudinal polarization fraction FD
⇤

L by fitting the re-
lation [41]:

1

�

d�

d cos ✓V
=

3

2

✓
FL cos2 ✓V +

1� FL

2
sin2 ✓V

◆
. (34)

The fit to the fully averaged spectrum, together with the
expectation from LQCD (green band) using Ref. [16], is
shown in Fig. 10. We also determine the di↵erences

�FL = Fµ
L � F e

L . (35)

The numerical values are tabulated in Table IX and Ta-
ble X for FL and �FL respectively.

Finally, we determine the lepton flavor universality ra-
tios

Reµ =
B(B ! D⇤e⌫̄e)

B(B ! D⇤µ⌫̄µ)
, (36)

TABLE VI. Extracted |Vcb|⇥ 103 values with our fitted form
factor coe�cients to the averaged B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄` shape, with the
external input for the absolute branching fractions described
in the text, and di↵erent scenarios for the lattice input.

BGL121 CLN

hA1
(1) 40.6± 0.9 40.1± 0.9

hA1
(w) 40.2± 0.9 40.0± 0.9

hA1
(w), R1(w), R2(w) 39.3± 0.8 39.4± 0.9

TABLE VII. The forward-backward asymmetries for the four
decay modes and B̄0B� averages. The first uncertainty is
statistical and the second uncertainty is systematic.

AFB

B̄0 ! D⇤+e⌫̄e 0.218± 0.030± 0.008

B̄0 ! D⇤+µ⌫̄µ 0.280± 0.032± 0.009

B� ! D⇤0e⌫̄e 0.239± 0.023± 0.007

B� ! D⇤0µ⌫̄µ 0.236± 0.023± 0.006

B(0,�) ! D⇤(+,0)e⌫̄e 0.230± 0.018± 0.005

B(0,�) ! D⇤(+,0)µ⌫̄µ 0.252± 0.019± 0.005

TABLE VIII. The di↵erence of the forward-backward asym-
metries for the B̄0 and B� modes, and for the B̄0B� averages.
The first uncertainty is statistical and the second uncertainty
is systematic.

�AFB

B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` 0.062± 0.044± 0.011

B� ! D⇤0`⌫̄` �0.003± 0.033± 0.009

B ! D⇤`⌫̄` 0.022± 0.026± 0.007

where we assume that the e�ciency from the tag side
reconstruction fully cancels in the ratio. The numerical
values are tabulated in Table XI.

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented measurements of di↵erential distribu-
tions of B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄` probing both B̄0 and B� modes.
In total, we measure the signal yield in 160 di↵erential
bins, characterizing the 1D projections of the hadronic

FIG. 10. A representative fit of the longitudinal polarization
fraction to the cos ✓V shape of the average spectrum B !
D⇤ ` ⌫̄`. The green band is the prediction using the BGL
coe�cients from lattice QCD calculations from [16]. The blue
band is our fit result.
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TABLE IV. Fitted CLN coe�cients and correlations.

Value Correlation

⇢2 1.22± 0.09 1.00 0.58 �0.88 0.37

R1(1) 1.37± 0.08 0.58 1.00 �0.66 �0.03

R2(1) 0.88± 0.07 �0.88 �0.66 1.00 �0.14

|Vcb|⇥ 103 40.11± 0.85 0.37 �0.03 �0.14 1.00

TABLE V. Extracted |Vcb|⇥ 103 values with our fitted form
factor coe�cients to the averaged B� ! D⇤`⌫, B̄0 ! D⇤`⌫,
and B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄` shapes, with the external input for the abso-
lute branching fractions described in the text, and our nom-
inal scenario for the lattice input: hA1

(1) = 0.906 ± 0.013
from [17].

BGL121 CLN

B+ ! D⇤0`⌫̄` 42.0± 1.2 41.4± 1.2

B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` 38.5± 1.3 38.3± 1.1

B ! D⇤`⌫̄` 40.6± 0.9 40.1± 0.9

uncertainties. We also determine the di↵erences

�AFB = Aµ
FB �Ae

FB . (33)

The numerical values are tabulated in Table VII and Ta-
ble VIII for AFB and �AFB respectively.

Using our measured cos ✓V shapes we determine the

longitudinal polarization fraction FD
⇤

L by fitting the re-
lation [41]:

1

�

d�

d cos ✓V
=

3

2

✓
FL cos2 ✓V +

1� FL

2
sin2 ✓V

◆
. (34)

The fit to the fully averaged spectrum, together with the
expectation from LQCD (green band) using Ref. [16], is
shown in Fig. 10. We also determine the di↵erences

�FL = Fµ
L � F e

L . (35)

The numerical values are tabulated in Table IX and Ta-
ble X for FL and �FL respectively.

Finally, we determine the lepton flavor universality ra-
tios

Reµ =
B(B ! D⇤e⌫̄e)

B(B ! D⇤µ⌫̄µ)
, (36)

TABLE VI. Extracted |Vcb|⇥ 103 values with our fitted form
factor coe�cients to the averaged B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄` shape, with the
external input for the absolute branching fractions described
in the text, and di↵erent scenarios for the lattice input.

BGL121 CLN

hA1
(1) 40.6± 0.9 40.1± 0.9

hA1
(w) 40.2± 0.9 40.0± 0.9

hA1
(w), R1(w), R2(w) 39.3± 0.8 39.4± 0.9

TABLE VII. The forward-backward asymmetries for the four
decay modes and B̄0B� averages. The first uncertainty is
statistical and the second uncertainty is systematic.

AFB

B̄0 ! D⇤+e⌫̄e 0.218± 0.030± 0.008

B̄0 ! D⇤+µ⌫̄µ 0.280± 0.032± 0.009

B� ! D⇤0e⌫̄e 0.239± 0.023± 0.007

B� ! D⇤0µ⌫̄µ 0.236± 0.023± 0.006

B(0,�) ! D⇤(+,0)e⌫̄e 0.230± 0.018± 0.005

B(0,�) ! D⇤(+,0)µ⌫̄µ 0.252± 0.019± 0.005

TABLE VIII. The di↵erence of the forward-backward asym-
metries for the B̄0 and B� modes, and for the B̄0B� averages.
The first uncertainty is statistical and the second uncertainty
is systematic.

�AFB

B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` 0.062± 0.044± 0.011

B� ! D⇤0`⌫̄` �0.003± 0.033± 0.009

B ! D⇤`⌫̄` 0.022± 0.026± 0.007

where we assume that the e�ciency from the tag side
reconstruction fully cancels in the ratio. The numerical
values are tabulated in Table XI.

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We presented measurements of di↵erential distribu-
tions of B ! D⇤ ` ⌫̄` probing both B̄0 and B� modes.
In total, we measure the signal yield in 160 di↵erential
bins, characterizing the 1D projections of the hadronic

FIG. 10. A representative fit of the longitudinal polarization
fraction to the cos ✓V shape of the average spectrum B !
D⇤ ` ⌫̄`. The green band is the prediction using the BGL
coe�cients from lattice QCD calculations from [16]. The blue
band is our fit result.
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TABLE IX. The longitudinal polarization fractions for the
four decay modes and various averages. The first uncertainty
is statistical and the second uncertainty is systematic.

FD
⇤

L

B̄0 ! D⇤+e⌫̄e 0.471± 0.024± 0.007

B̄0 ! D⇤+µ⌫̄µ 0.503± 0.023± 0.007

B� ! D⇤0e⌫̄e 0.501± 0.025± 0.007

B� ! D⇤0µ⌫̄µ 0.526± 0.024± 0.007

B(0,�) ! D⇤(+,0)e⌫̄e 0.485± 0.017± 0.005

B(0,�) ! D⇤(+,0)µ⌫̄µ 0.518± 0.017± 0.005

B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` 0.487± 0.017± 0.005

B� ! D⇤0`⌫̄` 0.514± 0.017± 0.005

B ! D⇤`⌫̄` 0.501± 0.012± 0.003

TABLE X. The di↵erence of the longitudinal polarization
fractions for the B̄0 and B� modes, and for the B̄0B� av-
erages. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second
uncertainty is systematics.

�FD
⇤

L

B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` 0.032± 0.033± 0.010

B� ! D⇤0`⌫̄` 0.025± 0.035± 0.010

B ! D⇤`⌫̄` 0.034± 0.024± 0.007

recoil parameter w, and the angles cos ✓`, cos ✓V , and �.
In addition, the full experimental correlations between
the projections were determined, allowing for a simulta-
neous analysis of all bins. The lattice QCD calculation of
Ref. [17] at zero recoil was used for the |Vcb| extraction.
The value of the CKM matrix element |Vcb| was deter-
mined using external input for the branching fraction and
we find for our fit with the BGL parameterization, with
the number of floating BGL parameters determined using
a nested-hypothesis test,

|Vcb| = (40.6± 0.9)⇥ 10�3 , (37)

in agreement with |Vcb| from inclusive determinations [8,
9]. A study of the recent lattice QCD calculations from
Ref. [16] was performed, and the impact on |Vcb| is shown
in Fig. 11, together with other determinations of |Vcb| .

The measured di↵erential distribution of cos ✓` is used
to determine the forward-backward asymmetry AFB for
electron and muon final states, as well as their di↵erence.

TABLE XI. The lepton flavor universality ratios for the B̄0

and B� modes, and for the B̄0B� average. The first uncer-
tainty is statistical and the second uncertainty is systematic.

Reµ

B̄0 ! D⇤+`⌫̄` 1.010± 0.034± 0.025

B� ! D⇤0`⌫̄` 0.971± 0.025± 0.023

B ! D⇤`⌫̄` 0.990± 0.021± 0.023

FIG. 11. Our extracted |Vcb| values using the lattice input
from Ref. [17] (black) and Ref. [16] (blue), together with the
latest exclusive HFLAV average [42] (purple), determinations
from inclusive approaches [8, 9] (orange), and from CKM uni-
tarity (grey).

We find values which are compatible with the predic-
tion from lattice QCD from Ref. [16], the predictions of
Refs. [43, 44], and the experimental value from Ref. [45]
determined in Ref. [44]. Similarly the longitudinal D⇤

polarization fraction can be determined from the mea-
sured distribution of cos ✓V and we find good agreement
with Refs. [16, 43, 44]. Lastly, we obtain the lepton-flavor
universality ratio

Reµ =
B(B ! D⇤e⌫̄e)

B(B ! D⇤µ⌫̄µ)
= 0.990± 0.021± 0.023 , (38)

which is in good agreement with Refs. [43, 44].
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Measurement

•  is reconstructed and combined with 
an appropriately charged lepton (  or )


• The neutrino direction is reconstructed inclusively using the 
known angle  between the  and the  
direction 
 
 

• The yield in 10 (8) bins of , ,  and  is extracted by 
fitting  and  


• Bin-to-bin migration is corrected with SVD unfolding 
[arXiv:hep-ph/9509307]


• Main challenges: accurate background model, slow pion tracking 
and statistical correlations between bins

D*+ → D0( → K−π+)π+

e μ

cos θBY B Y = D* + ℓ

w cos θℓ cos θV χ
cos θBY ΔM = M(Kππ) − M(Kπ)

9

• The yield in 10 (8) bin of  and the three cosine angles 
is extracted by fitting  and  for 


• Bin-to-bin migration is corrected with SVD unfolding


• main challenges: background modeling, slow-pion 
tracking, and stat. correlations b/w bins

w
cos θBY ΔM D*
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BGL fit result
BGL truncation order determined by  
Nested Hypothesis Test [Phys. Rev. D100, 013005]

Relative uncertainty (%)

LQCD used only for normalisation at zero recoil ( )w = 1

10

Preliminary

Preliminary

Preliminary

Preliminary

CKM	Triangle	Side	|Vcb|
10

B⁰	→	D*⁻ℓ⁺νℓ differential	cross	section

Belle	II	189	fb⁻¹
New	for	2023

!Γ
!#! cos 'ℓ ! cos ') !*

∝ ,-. /0/ #, cos 'ℓ , cos ') , *

|Vcb|	result

')
*

'ℓ

Recoil	parameter	w
≡ ⁄45 ⋅ 47∗ 9597∗

- Split	w,	χ,	cos ')
distributions	into	10	
and	cos 'ℓ into	8 slices.

- Estimate	the	signal	yield	
from	kinematic	variable	
distributions	for	each	
slice.

w

:;< =>? = AB. D ± B. F ± G. B ± B. H ×GBJF

:;< K?L = AB. A ± B. F ± G. B ± B. H ×GBJF

Reports	on	Belle/Belle	II	physics	studies CKM	unitarity	test

BGL, CLN … options	for	the	form-factor	bases

D*⁺MNO
D⁰

π⁺

ℓ⁻

Q̅ℓ

Preliminary Preliminary

Preliminary Preliminary

(QCD	input)


